The movement system has been described as the foundation of physical therapy practice and central to our professional identity. Yet our systematic description of movement system problems has been limited and many within the profession are disconnected from the conversation. The purpose of this presentation is to provide an update of the work related to the movement system in general, particularly the work of the presenter and of the Academy of Neurologic Physical Therapy.

Patricia L. Scheets, PT, DPT, MHS, NCS, is the Director of Quality and Clinical Outcomes for Infinity Rehab. She received her professional and post-professional degrees from Washington University in St. Louis and is a board certified clinical specialist in neurologic physical therapy. She has worked extensively with patients with stroke, neurological disorders, and balance and vestibular disorders. She has developed a set of movement system impairment diagnoses that is used to guide the therapist’s clinical examination and treatment selection for patients with neuromuscular conditions. Her professional experience has always been focused on implementing standards of physical therapy care which reduce variability and improve patient outcome.